
Home Fitness Swim Spas
the ultimate aquatic experience
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75 Palmer Industrial Road
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Williamsport, Pennsylvania 17701
800.451.1420 • fax: 570.323.8485

Proudly made in the USA for three generations.

All measurements and dimensions are approximates and may change without notice.
Consult your physician before beginning any exercise routine. Never swim alone or allow
unsupervised children access to the unit. Must be installed according to all national and local
codes. KBF 0912
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New Generation of Fitness
Isn’t it time you introduced yourself to the benefits of home fitness? Combine the comforts of a hot tub with the power of
aquatic exercise, and you have the optimum in relaxation and physical well-being. Our swim spas are manufactured to the
highest standards to ensure you receive a quality product at an affordable price.

With the strategic position of our powerful Synergy Jets™, the water current is smoother and deeper and fully adjustable.
With a simple turn of the Power Selector,™ you choose the amount of resistance for your personal exercise routine. The FX
line features an open, flat floor for a full spectrum of barrier-free aquatic exercises. All FX models require a 50 amp electrical
service versus the 80 to 100 amp service needed for others. With our exclusive TemperLok ™ insulation system and efficient
heater and jet pumps, our units may save thousands in operating costs over the competition.

The FX219 is the ultimate in swim spa selection. This 19’ unit features a hot tub zone
and fitness zone with separate controls, lighting, heating and filtration. Relax in the 5
seat hot tub in a warm temperature perfect for hydrotherapy, or exercise in the 14’

fitness zone where a cooler temperature promotes aquatic exercise. A 22HP
system drives 69 jets and 6 powerful Synergy Jets™ for unparalleled

massage comfort and a demanding exercise routine.

Four unique models complete the collection. The FX14 is the perfect fit
for smaller spaces and budgets. The FX15 and FX17 feature longer swim
lanes with each model having a full 16HP system, 44 jets, MotionGlow™
LED lighting, EverPure™ ozone purification, and PowerFlo™ filtration.
Each model has all the features you need for a vigorous workout or
enjoying relaxing time with family and friends - all in your own backyard!
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Aquatic ExerciseHydrotherapy
Stress Relief and Relaxation
Once you have added the many benefits a swim spa can
bring to your daily lifestyle, you’ll wonder why you waited so
long. Step into the warm, massaging waters and let the
tensions and stress of the day melt away. Much like having
a personal masseuse, those annoying minor aches and
pains are soothed, providing full body relaxation from the
natural effects of heat and water. Hydrotherapy is one of the
oldest, most inexpensive and safest ways to treat common
ailments and relieve tension. The FX Swim Spa Collection
features deep tissue, powerful massaging jets targeting
shoulder, hip and thigh muscles, while adjustable direction
jets pinpoint neck, calves and ankles. In as few as 20
minutes, circulation improves, muscles relax and tensions
are eased. You will sleep better, wake up refreshed and
ready to tackle the day.

Unique to the FX collection, each unit features two RX6™
therapy columns for a standing body massage. Relax
against the gentle curves of the RX6™ to soak in the
massaging benefits of the 6 hydrotherapy jets, providing
soothing relief to overworked muscles.

Want to feel healthier, boost your energy and improve your quality of life? Experts
agree that regular exercise is beneficial for your mind and your body. Frequent
exercise offers many health benefits including improving your
cardiovascular system, reducing the risk of many health
problems and increasing muscular strength
and balance. However,
many people
find it hard to fit
a visit to the gym
into their busy
day. With a FX
Swim Spa, you
can have the
convenience of a
complete aquatic
gym in your very
own backyard.

Aquaflex™
Standard on every FX
model is the AquaFlex™
system by Bowswim®.
This revolutionary technology
transforms your swim spa to
a nearly stress free, impact free
training environment. The ability of the AquaFlex™ adjustable tether to
maintain the body in a nearly horizontal position is changing the nature of water
exercise. It is the only system offering “variable custom lift” to the added benefits
horizontal water exercise brings to fitness and rehabilitation. The horizontal support,
unique to AquaFlex™ allows full body therapy without fear of injury often
experienced in land based therapy programs. With AquaFlex™ you exercise, train,
rehabilitate, strengthen and tone, and you do it better, smarter and more efficiently.

Exercise Versatility
Aquatic exercise offers a safe and fun alternative to joint pounding work on the
treadmill or pavement. The moment you enter the water, your muscles are already
working to balance and stabilize, increasing muscle and joint strength, stamina,
mobility and core stability all at the same time. The six powerful Synergy Jets™
offer additional resistance for the most beneficial of work-outs. With the current
off, enjoy the natural water resistance while jogging in place, weight lifting and
range of motion exercises. The AquaBar™ at the end of the fitness area assists in
balance and position.

Year-Round Family Fun
The FX swim spa is the perfect family fun center where relaxing, therapy, and
just plain fun in the sun, meet for year-round enjoyment. The MotionGlow™ LED
lighting and SoundStream™ stereo further the form and function of what is
your backyard oasis. And unlike a swimming pool, a FX swim spa is designed
to operate flawlessly in any season. With a swim spa from PDC Spas, your
backyard becomes an outdoor oasis where you’ll discover a more fulfilling,
healthier way of life.
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FX14
DIMENSIONS: 168” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

427cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY: 2000 gal.
7571 l.

DRY WEIGHT: 1575 lbs.
714 kg.

FX15
DIMENSIONS: 180” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

457cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY: 2140 gal.
8101 l.

DRY WEIGHT: 1645 lbs.
746 kg.

FX17
DIMENSIONS: 203 ½” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

517cm x 232cm x 138cm
CAPACITY: 2420 gal.

9161 l.

DRY WEIGHT: 1784 lbs.
809 kg.

FX219
DIMENSIONS: 227” x 91 ½” x 54 ½” deep

578cm x 232cm x 138cm

CAPACITY: 2425 gal.
9186 l.

DRY WEIGHT: 2174 lbs.
986 kg.

FX219 standard features:
(In addition to all FX standard features)
• 31 adjustable hydrotherapy jets, 4 safety
suctions

• MotionGlow™ LED lighting, 3 air controls
• Power Flo™ filtration with 50 sq. ft. filter
• Gecko 450 control center with 4KW heater
• EverPure™ ozone purification system with
EverLite™ indicator

• 4HP & 2HP jet pumps for full 22HP system

Reliabilty
Ingenuity
Designed, developed and built by American craftsmen, each
PDC swim spa is built with only the finest raw materials and
proven manufacturing processes. Cast acrylic sheet begins the
production as the durable colored outer layer of each
ergonomically designed swim spa model. Units are then backed
with multiple layers of hand-rolled fiberglass and non-filled
resins. This tedious process is what makes a PDC Spas swim
spa so strong it can actually stand on its own. A unit so strong,
it is confidently backed with a 35 year warranty, by a manufacturer
dedicated to producing quality products that last a lifetime. For over
five decades, three generations have directed the performance and
technology of what PDC stands for yet today.

Energy Certification
During this time of energy awareness, PDC Spas leads the
industry in providing a line-up of swim spas that meets or
exceeds the Industry Energy Standards, known as California
Energy Commission Title 20. PDC Spas’ testing results exceeds
energy standards by as much as 32%. That translates to
approximately one third savings on electrical use over the
competition.

Confidence
When you decide on a FX Swim Spa, you have chosen the most efficient
swim spa built. The FX Collection by PDC Spas is made by a company with
over 54 years of experience in the hot water industry. PDC swim spas are
backed with personal service, green-minded production, a full 35 year
warranty, UL safety seal, and manufacturing solely in the United States.
Join the thousands of satisfied PDC swim spa owners worldwide.

FX Series Swim Spas
All FX series standard features:
• Cast acrylic shell with 35 year warranty, in 2 color
choices

• PermaWood™ maintenance-free cabinet, in 2 finishes
• 4 layer insulation system; TemperLok™, with
TemperBase™ ABS floor

• PowerFlo™ filtration with dual 50 sq. ft. filters
• 2 MotionGlow™ LED lighting systems
• RX6™ full body massage columns with 12
hydrotherapy jets

• 26 adjustable hydrotherapy jets, 8 safety suctions
• Reflections stainless steel jetting™
• 2 Power Selectors™, 8 air controls
• EverPure™ ozone purification system with
EverLite™ indicator

• 6 Synergy Jets™
• AquaFlex™ fitness system
• Integrated AquaBar™
• Full 16 HP jet pump system: 4HP hydrotherapy pump
& 2-6HP fitness pumps

• Gecko 600 Series & 100 Series control centers
with 4KW heater

• Safety approved insulating cover, 3 year warranty

Optional choices on ALL units:
• Additional 4KW heater
• SoundWave™ audio system
• Allure LED lighting™
• Illusion lighting™
• AccuLok™ Cover,
7 year warranty
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